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ABSTRACT
COCO CHANEL: A TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADER

TYANN SEYERINE ROLPH

2010

_

Non-thesis (ML597) Project

The focus of this case study is to examine Coco Chanel inthe context of the

transformational leadership model developed by James McGregor Burns. Other
transformational leadership theorists' perspectives will be integrated into this analysis in
order to delineate the characteristics that profile the unique leadership style of fashion
designer Coco Chanel.

More specifically, this study will demonstrate how Chanel used fashion as a tool
of communication to convince women worldwide of their imprisonment in physically
constricting clothing designed to conform to the ideals of a male-dominated society.
Chanel, as an international designer and third-wave feminist, went further through her
fashion innovations to promote social change in societal views of women and to enhance

women's freedom of personal and professional choices, identity and independence.
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INTRODUCTION
The focus of this case study is to examine Coco Chanel in the context of the

Transformational Leadership Model developed by James McGregor Burns.
Transformational leadership perspectives other than James McGregor Burns' original
theory will be added for further analysis.
This paper will consider the impact of symbolism by the use of clothing, since
that is how Chanel promoted her message of independence for women. Examples of
societal control and oppression of women by using gender specific styles in fashion

will

be examined.

The importance of the Flapper era will provide a backdrop for this

transformational leader's message. This was the generation of the flappers when women
changed their hair and clothing styles to promote messages of women's independence.

An overview of third wave feminism is presented to show that Chanel was

a

transformational leader within this philos ophy.
Chanel's personal history will be analyzed to show her development as a leader,
her personal strength, and her life example of independence. Chanel and her business
success story, her message, and marketing skills made her a legend. Chanel was a
Eeat

example of a working senior, who countered the stereotypes of ageism and could also be
considered a transformational leader and an inspiration for older workers.
She was a self-serving leader and not a servant leader, unless you consider her

serving by providing women empowerment through the designs of her clothes. Chanel
dismissed the corset and moved women forward into a new era. She built herself an
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empire of wealth and a legacy that still lives today. Chanel transformed the clothing

world and societal attitudes toward women worldwide.
In the WorldCat international database, Coco Chanel is a "keyword" for 603
book entries. These books range from biographies devoted exclusively to Chanel to
collective biographies featuring her along with other women of international importance
such as: Mother Teresa, BarbaraJordan, Rosa Parks, Joan of Ark, Mary Queen of Scots,
Queen Victoria, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Jane Adams, Marie Curie, Margaret Thatcher,

Betty Friedan, and Indira Gandhi. Coco Chanel is also featured as a leader in the
Encyclopedia of Leadership, a widely respected and unique reference tool for the
academic study of leadership.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP MOI}EL
The transformational leader is a powerful leader who is a visionary that gets

things accomplished. Chanel was a transformational leader who contributed to social
change through the messages conveyed by her designs and her role as an internationally
successful business woman during a time when women did not have equal opportunity.

The definition of transformation, according to Burns, is:

In broad social and political terms, transformation means basic alterations in
entire systems

-

revolutions that replace one structure of power with another, or

the constitutional changes America achieved in the late eighteenth century.
Bernard Bass of the Binghamton group has distinguished between the "first order

of change," or "changes of degree", and a "higher order of change," constituting
alterations in "attitudes, beliefs, values, and needs" (2003 , p. 24).

Bryman goes on to define transformational leadership: "He ( 1992) labeled as the
'new leadership' the introduction of transformational leadership and related concepts
such as charismatic, visionary, inspirational, values-oriented, and change-oriented

leadership" (Bass, 2008, p. 619).

A transformational leader is

a

visionary with the ability to excite, gather and

convert followers' ideas. Such a leader can gain the loyalty and commitment of people to
his/her vision. This leader can gain the trust of others and sell his/her vision. Chanel had
a vision to liberate women

in clothing and in attitude. The transformational leader is

forefront in leading the way. He or she is always moving the group forward with his or
her committed followers. The transformational leader is adaptable, accepts failures and
learns from them. The transformational leader remains centered and upfront during the
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action and is willing to take the risk of losing his or her reputation. Overall, these leaders
balance their attention between action that creates progress and the mental state of their

followers. Perhaps more than other approaches, they are people-oriented and believe that
success comes first and last through deep and sustained commitment

(changingminds.org).

Chanel was one of the first in her fashion designs to break the rules of traditional

dress. Chanel provided functional clothing with materials used in male fashions to add a
masculine statement of independence without losing the femininity that women still

wanted. Chanel was bold in her design statements that helped lead women in a
revolution toward independence and equal rights. To do something nontraditional in a
society of strict conformity with social class and gender restrictions took courage,
according to French designer Alexander Desplat: "She is brave, a lot of courage in the
desire of changing something... and that's something I like a

lot. When

an artist can

show a different way, another w&y, and not just follow the flow of everybody" (Fontaine,
20oe).

Transformational leaders motivate their followers through rallies, ceremonies, and

syrnbolism. There is a constant theme of change and progress. Group bonding is
promoted with strong messages to keep the people united and progressive. There is a
strong relationship between the transformational leader and his or her followers, as
presented by Burns:

If we define leadership

as not merely a property or

activity of leaders but as

relationship between leaders and a multitude of followers of many types, if we
see leaders as interacting

with followers in a great merging of motivations and
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purposes of both, and

if in turn we find that many of those motivations

5

and

purposes are common to vast numbers of humankind in many cultures, then could

we expect to identify patterns of leadership behavior permifting plausible
generalizations about the ways in which leaders generally behave? (1978,

p

30).

Chanel was a transformational leader, but she was also a woman. As a woman,
she understood the seriousness of women's issues personally such as the unhealthy, non-

functional clothing, and the lack of equality in social power. Chanel knew what women
wanted, as mentioned in Ms. Magazine back in 1986 and referred to by Steele: "The
great question that plagued Freud was answered easily by Chanel; she knew what women

wanted" (1990, p. 53).
Chanel met women's need for independence by using her clothing designs that
promoted the message of independence and using her own life as an example of self
reliance and a business woman of internationally acclaimed success. Chanel was a

transformational leader who aligned her goals of financial independence and equality

with her followers' shared goals of liberation:
And we return to the surmise here: leaders with relevant motives and goals of
their own respond to followers' needs and wants and goals in such a way as to
meet those motivations and to bring changes consonant with those of both leaders
and followers, and

withthe values of both (Burns, lg78,p. 4l).

Chanel, often considered a third wave feminist, fought for equality through her

transformational leadership. She was an active feminist and sought women's liberation
through her clothing designs. According to the feminist author Barbara Leon, "The

feminist reahzation was that you don't get what you want... by pretending you don't want
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it.

And you don't get what you want by pretending you already have

what you want by fighting for

it.

You only get

it" (Beckingham, 2005, p.223). A transformational

leader,

Chanel was a realist by facing the issues and addressing change through her clothing
designs and by displaying her personal image as an independent, self-reliant,

internationally known female entrepreneur.

During Chanel's lifetime from 1883 through 1971, women's liberation was

evolving. Chanel's message of equality was valid;
a valued change according

a

transformational leader has to make

to Burns:

Quantitative changes are not enougfu they must be qualitative too. All this does
not mean total change, which is impossible in human life. It does mean
alterations so comprehensive and pervasive, and perhaps accelerated, that new
cultures and value systems take the places of the old (2003, p. 24-25).

As Chanel made alterations in clothing designs, she altered women's views of
themselves through her positive design statements. Chanel motivated, inspired and
elevated women to a new level. Bass contended, "Transforming leadership elevates the

follower's level of maturity, ideals, and concerns for the well-being of others, the
organization, and societ5r" (2008, p. 619).
Chanel was a moral leader insofar as she provided a message that uplifted her

followers in their roles in society, equality in personal life choices, and conscious values
that women held of themselves. These qualities made Chanel a transfonnational leader
according to Burns' definition:

But the ultimate test of moral leadership is its capacity to transcend the claims of
the multiplicrty of everyday wants and needs and expectations, to respond to the
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higher levels of moral development, and to relate leadership behavior
choices, style, commitments

-

- its roles,

to a set of reasoned, relatively explicit, conscious

values (1978, p. 46).

To gain an added perspective on the Transformational Leadership Model,
included in this paper are leadership theorist and author Ciulla's statements about
transformational leadership. According to Ciulla, four main traits of transformational
leadership are:

Here are some examples of how Chanel exemplified these transformational
leadership traits. One characteristic of the Transformational Leadership Theory is
idealized infiuence:

"If the leadership

is transformational its charisma or idealized

influence is envisioning and confident, and sets high standards for emulation" (Ciulla,
2004, p. 97). Chanel was extremely confident and set high standards in a woman's
personal view of herself as being independent and self-sufficient. Chanel is a legend and
is admired by many women for her influence on women's attitudes and the humane
change in women's clothing which included the rejection of the painful and unhealthy
corset.

Charisma is a part of transformational leadership and Chanel had plenty as stated

by Steele:
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But Chanel herself was modern. Even before she became well known as a
designer, she was already famous as a personality in Parisian society. Chanel had

flair and

she was a super sales woman

[...] Chanel's success

was due as much to

her personality as to her skill and hard work. [... ] Her relationships with men also
contributed to her personal legend. t... ] Her spectacular love affairs, her luxurious
mansions, her gorgeous jewels... her flashing wit, her dashing looks, her teeth-

rattling temper, and whole extravagantly colored pattern of her life have been
every bit as fascinating to the public as the styles that she has set during the
course of her extraordinary career (1990,

p. aa-afl.

Inspirational motivation is another characteristic of transformational leadership,
"The inspirational motivation of transformational leadership provides followers with
challenges and meaning for engaging in shared goals and undertakings" (Ciulla, 2004, p.

98)

Chanel designed clothes and jewelry with a streak of independence by adding

masculine fabrics and style traits, which promoted a feminist attitude. A shared goal was

to gain overall independence and equality for women that was needed and strived for
during Chanel's lifetime. Chanel's clothing designs shared in making a statement
towards this goal.

Intellectual stimulation is yet another trait of transformational leadership: "an
open architecfure dynamic into processes of situation evaluation, vision formation, and
patterns of implementation" (Ciulla,2004, p. 101). Chanel lived in the situation as a

woman of that time when gender equality was not available. She had the vision formation

of her message's impact of equality for the wellbeing of women. Chanel's pattern of
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implementation was literally in her clothing patterns and fashion designs that distributed
her social message of independence for women.
Chanel was a transformational leader who inspired people intellectually by using
fashion as a tool to communicate her message in a new and intelligent mailner.

Intellectual stimulation can be described as: "Provides reasons to change my way of

thinking about problems; stresses the use of intelligence to overcome obstacles; and
makes me think through what is involved before taking actions" (Bass, 2008, p. 620).

Chanel was highly innovative by using clothes to provide not only beauty, but conveyed
a message

for women of independence and style. Chanel was a transformational leader

with innovation and creativity. Chanel was creative in her activism by using fashion as a
means of communication and gave her clients a way of expressing themselves with a

strong statement by wearing her clothing styles. Chanel was a transformational leader

with intellectual stimulation, "Intellectually stimulating leaders help to make their
followers more innovative and creative. They question assumptions, reframe problems,
and look at old problems in new ways" (Bass, 2008, p. 621),

Individualized Consideration is another trait Chanel had which matches the
Transformational Leadership Model. She designed clothing with a healthy attitude for
women's self concepts and clothingthat was healthyto wear. Chanel had a strong dislike

for the use of the sorset and refused to include the use of the corset and pattern designs
that would make women feel physically uncomfortable. The loose fitting clothing was
healthy to wear and gave women an option from the traditional painful corset. In

Chanel's own words from the documentary Chanel:
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"In my work I ask myself whether I would wear a certain dress. If not, then I
don't make

it".

Then the interviewer asked, "Do you think that a woman, no

matter what her status, should blindly follow fashions?" Chanel answered
"Fashion, Yes, but not trends. They are not the same thing. You should have a
personal style, just like f do" (Haus, 19S6).
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IMPACT OF SYMBOLISM BY USE OF CLOTHING
Throughout history clothing has made statements. Some of these statements have
conveyed a person's place in social class, employment by uniforms, groups such as sport
teams, war unifoffns, political symbols, and colors. Clothing is worn for religious
ceremonies and education ceremonies. Statements can be formed by the use of material,
patterns, colors, accessories, functionality, and cost and accessibility of materials or
brands.

The integration of clothing and societal statements was obvious in Chanel's work.
Chanel used clothing to deliver a statement of independence for women without
surrendering their femininity. This statement of independence for women in Chanel's

clothing was highly prized by women and noticed by men. Chanel changed the style of
fashion from one extreme to another. This was a bold statement in clothing to change

from the tight unhealthy corset, heavy dresses and heavy hats to lightweight loose
clothing, with materials that traditionally belonged to the other gender. The use

of

symbols is a common element in the transformational leadership communication that can

bring a statement and untty. An ugly example of this could be the Nazi swastika, and an
elegant fashion example is the two C's in Chanel's company symbol.
There are religious and societal meanings attached to style, such as scarlet being a

sinful color, hair length for men and women, Chinese foot-binding, and Muslim clothing

still worn by women today.
Clothing and style can symbolize a belonging to a segment of society or a specific

group. Interestingly, clothing may be used as a sign of misalignment by being different.
This can be seen in a younger generation wearing unique clothing to show difference, or

Augsburg Coltege Ubrary
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as in European history a wearing of a

different colored rose on

a

man's lapel. Wearing

clothing can be used in protest: "Clothes are a popular choice for anyone who wants to
make a gesture of protest. Styles of dress make an excellent Aunt Sally because changing
them has immediately obvious results and isn't difficult, especially when it means

simplifying them" (Beckingham, 2005, p. 139).
Color has been historically used to divide gender:

Madorie Garber quotes the "New York Times " as saying that 'before World War
I, boys wore pink ("a stronger, more decided color," according to the promotional
literature of the time) while girls wore blue (understood to be 'delicate and

'dainty.) Only after World War II, the Times reported, did the present
alignrnent... come into being (Beckingham, 2005, p. laa).

A strong statement of fashion

can lead to death in some cultures.

A good example

of this is displayed in the Islamic culture, according to Beckingham:

But in the late 1970s, as many Iranians turned away from what they saw

as the

comrption of the West, The chador became a syrnbol of the return to the purity

of

the Islamic tradition... After Khomeini took over, he began to order women... to

wear the heja&...official films were censored so much that even women's bare
aruns were cut out...even

just listening to music or the reading of poetry was

suspect', writes one Iranian. Women were forbidden cosmetics, trousers and

cycling: "Wearing makeup became a feminist statement." Yasmin Alibhai-Brown
adds: "Hundreds of women were imprisoned and beaten onthe soles of their feet
so they could not walk for months; some were hanged for transgressions of dress
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codes." In Afghanistan, women risked torture by running secret beauty parlors
(2005, p. la6).

In the 1750s the formal wear was very gender specific according to Beckingham:

A woman in an evening dress, therefore, is the supreme example of the
contradictory symbolism.
oppressing class... .but

a

.. she represents

both the oppressed sex and the

journalist has written that men's tails or dinner jackets

symbolize authority while the female equivalent harks back to "when women lead

decorative lives." Heads men win, tails, (no pun intended) women lose (2005,

p.

18e).

Binding fashion rules were made to change by women seeking equality. "In
Evans and Thornton's Women and Fashion, 'inthe early years of the Women's

Liberation Movement, the entire package of fashion was condemned by feminists.
Liberation meant breaking out of the straitjacket of a sontrolled femininity"'
(Beckingham, 2005, p. 89).
Chanel as a transformational leader and as a known international figure in the
1920s promoted social change for women and social class structures, "And as the barriers

of class were breaking down the easy unfiued look had universal appeal. 'Fashion should
be seen and worn on the street and not be the exclusivity of a privileged class"'Chanel

(Haus, 1986, Chanet).

Chanel's style in the 1920s and 1930s was different from designer Schiaparelli's.
Evans and Thornton refer to this new combination as: "Chanel's appropriation

of

masculine power with Schiaparelli's appropriation of female masqusrade" (1991, p. 50).
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Chanel used masculine details and functional clothing to deliver a clear message
as stated by Evans

& Thornton:

Chanel's contnbution to women's fashion was the adaption of the forms and
details, but above all the meanings, of a certain type of masculine dress to that

of

women. Her approach to style was analogous to that of classical male dandyism,
that essentially masculine cult of distinction which was crucially mediated
through dress. Dandyism offered the possibility of social mobility, something
which was of the flrst importance to Chanel personally and more generally to
women in the changing social climate in the early years of the century ( 199 l, p.
s0).
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SOCMTAL CONTROL ANI} OPPRESSTON ON WOMEN BY USING
GENDER SPECIFIC STYLES IN FASHION
Women are often expected to conform to societal noffins that led to damaged
bodies. Various examples support the severe impact of fashion placed on women due to

their lack of social power. The corset, a prime example, was like many other tools used
by male-dominated societies to deform and subdue women in one way or another. The
corset that Chanel rebelled against was extremely unhealthy and cruel to women. (The

corset fits into this category of damaging the body

)

The corsets were worn starting at a

young age and were pulled so tight that women eventually became deformed.
Emmanuelle Devos, a leading French actress from the movie Coco Before Chanel
explains, as translated in English, how fashion restrained women.

I didn't reahze until watching this movie and doing more research, how much
Chanel changed things. It's not just removing corsets and wearing smaller hats.
Clothes also hide many more things. A very difficult condition for women.

Removing corsets and putting on jersey made women free in an incredible way.
Just like when women started wearing pants. I didn't realize how important this

was. But seeing how I was dressed, how complicated it was to dress me. It took
two hours every day and seeing how much it made women free. This is a cultural
phenomenon. Chanel is a kind of genius, not just a seamstress or a fashion
designer. She had this sense of saying, "This is enough". Now we cut hair, we
remove corsets, we wear easy to wear material because not every woman is a tart.
Yes, it was quite a tight and laced period and women had to live with

it.

Women

even had to wash clothes in a corset. We know that women fainted frequently;

Chanel
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they were given salts to make them come around. Their waists were so slim, you

couldn't imagine this today, l7 inches. Very tiny. Of course when you have to
wear a corset since puberty, which tightens your waist, the body changes
(Fontaine, 2009).
The women of the 1920s did not yet have fulI value as human beings. Here is a
quote from the documentary Chanel explaining how crippling fashion and lack

of

women's rights are woven together according to the director Haus:
Being little more than visible rnanifestations of their husband's wealth, women
were treated like objects of art, with no concern for their own comfort or needs.

Their natural body shapes were exaggerated through the use of corsets and stays,
long heavy skirts and tight fitting shoes. Most extreme were the hats; enoffnous
cumbersome affairs piled high with toile and flowers and plumes. Prompting
Chanel later to ask, "How can a brain function under those things?"
The effects of these fashions was to make women totally dependent creatures.
Unable to dress or undress or even step off a curb without the assistance of a
husband or a maid. Such was a state when Chanel began her working career as a
shop clerk and tailors apprentice (C.hanel, 1986).

Women's liberation was the pressing topic of the 1920s. Steele commented on a
woman's value during the 1920s era: "Keep a woman as they keep a yacht, a stud or a
sporting estate, and they require of her everything that can augment the reputation of their
forhrne and... their celebrity as vinveurs" (1990, p. 40)

Chanel did not agree with the heavy weighted styles

in women's wardrobes.

Chanel's auitude toward fashion was quite different according to Haus: "simplicity does
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not mean poverty" (Chanel, 1986). Chanel was sensible and wanted sensible fashion
designs for women as described by author Steele:

"...it took a sophisticated,

modern

sensibility to see that less was truly more. E1egance, for Chanel, was the rejection of
anything extraneous" (1990, p. 41).

Actual advertisements are included with description of hats and corsets from the
1900s to enhance visual understanding. The vintage advertisements listed below are

from Sears Robuck Catalog. These advertisements were found online at:
http://2good2lose.com/1900s-womensclothing.shtql by webmaster Carol Kononova.
Ladies Hats in the 1900s
The following are two pages in the Sears Roebuck catalog
t

for ladies' hats. The prominent fashion seems to be

a

black
'.

hat with lots of feathers, flowers or large bow on top,

?
made from a material called velvetta.

\

\

I"r!

t

,,*!

{

qr.;
I

The one in the picture on the right is the only hat that was
a different color than black.

description of this hat

It is purple. The catalog

f

'r,
a

is: "A large and extremely Jaunty

Hat of Purple Yelvetta. Has edge outlined with heavy black satin wire. The shape
is an exceptionally becoming one, flaring on the left side and drooping over the

hair in the back. Three large bunches of purple violet ornaments the left side, and
folded trimming of purple velvetta is brought around the crown.. . "

Note. Figure 2 above, Ladies hats A. Advertisements above and below from
Sears Robuck Catalog, by Carol Kononova, (2010) http.ll2good2lose.com/1900s-

wortensc lothing. shtml
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Ladies'Corsets
In this Sears Roebuck catalog there are two pages of
.\
ladies' corsets. The first page is called Summer Corsets,
and features 4-hook or S-hook, child's or misses' corsets.

A description goes as follows for a high bust srunmer
corset.

"High Bust Summer Corset. This is without doubt the

mostsuccessfulcorsetofitskind.Hasthehighbust
feature which proven so taking with ladies of slim figure; has four side steels,
three strips, reinforced bust; inserted zone of extra heavy quality of net to prevent

it from breaking out at the waist line. Sizes lg to 30.,'
Page two of the corsets features mostly

don't worry, we have a size that

KABO Corsets, and

will fit you! The KABO

Sears basically says,

used in construction

of

the Kabo Corset is of the best and strongest materials, while the loop lacer is a

vast improvement on the old brass eyelets which so often corrode and soil the
under garments, and so thin is the lacing to be hardly perceptible on the finest silk
gown.

Note. Figure 5 above, Corset A, Advertisements from
Carol Konono v a, (20

I0)

Sears Robuck Catalog, by

htp: I I 2 good1lose. com/ I 900 s-womensclothing. shtml
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Note. Figure 8, Corset D. Advertisement below of the 1900s corsets were taken
from: (February 2010). Harman Hay Publications: Nottingham, UK. at
Foundationsrevealed. com
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Inserted in this paper below are vintage examples of a corset from the 1900s. Note.
Figures 9, 10, and 11, Vintage Corset. Photos of this vintage corset were found at:
(February 2010). Harman Hay Publications, Nottingham, UK. at
F

oundationsreveal ed. com
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In China, another example, women were told they must bind their feet to become

beautiful. This societal tradition was literally deforming, extremely painful, and barbaric.
Here, Beckingham explains the process of foot binding through Jung Chang, a Chinese

girl:

My grandmother's feet had been bound when
mother.

..

she was two years

old. Her

flrst wound a piece of white cloth about twenty feet Iong round her feet,

bending all the toes except the big toe under the sole. Then she placed a large
stone on top to crush the

arch My grandmother

passed out repeatedly from the

pain: The process lasted several years. Even after the bones had been broken, the
feet had to be bound day and night in thick cloth because the moment they were
released they would try to recover... Men rarely saw naked bound feet, which

were usually covered in rotting flesh and stank when the bindings were removed.

A girl with feet more than four inches long was considered unmarriageable and
could be abandoned during her wedding ceremony (2005, p. 153).
These "beauty treatments" permanently damaged bodies and by the time these

rules were changed, it was too late for women's bodies to recover:
... when foot-binding was forbidden and feet

forcibly unbound, this produced

more suffering, for once a woman's foot was broken it was easier for her to walk

with bindings on than without them. The same applied to a Burmese woman's
neck-rings: once her neck had been stretched by them, she might even die if they
were taken off, as was sometimes done for a purishment. Feet, however, were
unbound in the name of liberation (Beckingham,2005, p. 153).
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In our society today, there is pressue to conform to an image of beauty
manufactured by the media. It is easy to criticize other societies for their brutality to the
human body, but here in the United States we tattoo, pierce, and have plastic surgery to

alter our bodies. V/omen wear high heels that can cause foot, ankle and back damage in
order to be feminine and make their legs appear thinner. Beauty contestants voluntarily
have their lower ribs surgically removed in order to have smaller waists. Americans are

willing to undergo short-term pain to meet these standards:
...the alterations to people's appearance practiced in some other societies do
cause long-term as well as short-term pain (foot-binding and neck-rings, for

instance) and some of ours do the opposite [such as plastic surgery]; the growing

popularity of cosmetic surgery as a substitute for dieting suggests the preference

for short-term pain is increasing (Beckingham, 2005, p. 155).

A current example of plastic surgery for appearance's sake in our society is Heidi
Montag, at 23 years of age, who had ten plastic surgeries in one day. This was not the

first time she has had plastic surgery, but she wanted more. She was considered a good
looking young woman before the surgeries. She wanted to improve her acting career and
was

willing to pay the price financially and with pain to her body to become

a closer

match to the media's standards of female beauty, Free observed: "The lure of being

voluntarily mangled

is

justtoo strong" (2010,

p 1). The media acts like they are

questioning the need for all of these surgeries, by stating Heidi was beautifi.rl before.
Access Hollywood, Entertainment Tonight and the national news gave her publicity, and

this publicity will open new doors of opportunity for her that she didn't have before.
Interestingly, since the negative response and jokes made about Heidi and her surgeries,
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there has surfaced in the media new statements from Hollywood, saying there is a oonew"
acceptance to being natural. Headlined by "Early Show" co-anchor Maggie Rodriguez

read: "Hollywood Seeks New Perfection: Imperfection

'Casting Directors Rail Against

Overt Plastic Surgery, Seeking Actors Looking Natural for Parts"' (2010, p. 1).
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TIME OF THE FLAPPERS
To gain an understanding of a time of Chanel's life when she first became

a

celebrity and began her business success, the societal impact of the roaring twenties will
be examined. This era lasted from 1920 to 1930. This was a time of modernization in
attitude and clothing; it was the time of the flappers. "The Jazz Age contemporaries use

the term 'New Women' or 'New Feminist' interchangeably with 'New Girl'
'flapper,"' according to Scott (2005, p.

and

168).

Women were fighting for the right to vote and displayed independence through

their new hair styles, clothes, music, dancing, and even smoking. Scott

describes

attitudes towards the modern flappers:

The flapper's dress was particularly suited to her nightlife. Going without

a

corset left the girl free to move -- and all the fringe, beads, and spangles shimmied

with her. Just as has happened with every other musical sensation coming from
the African American community in the twentieth cenfury
blues,

- ragtime, swing, rock,

rap- the conservatives charged that jazz would comrpt the morals of white

youth (2005, p. 167).
The flappers were controversial and considered sinful, according to Scott: "The
road to hell is too often paved with jazz steps, declared Ladies Home Journal

in

1921,,

(2005, p. 167). Unfortunately, Scott also stated that new ideas and progressive change
could be viewed as being sinful:
Wearing lipstick had also been one of the signs of the New Girls of the 1920s.

Although makeup was initially considered to be immoral when worn by these
women, the practice soon took on the connotation of sophisticated rebelliousness
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that, while very threatening to the more conventional, was not necessarily
unflattering (2005, p. 204).

The successful business women of the time wore lipstick and were proud of it,
according to Scott. "Thus, makeup was used first by the most independent women in the

culture, not the most dependent ones, and reached the bourgeois housewife last" (2005, p.
20s).

Wearing Chanel's independent clothing styles, short hair, and makeup put

a

whole new image together for women with a bold new look for bold new statements.

According to Koda, "Chanel repudiated all prior canons of style and beauty. Her
fashions epitomized the New Woman, youthful, independent, lithe, and athletic" (2005,

p

5).
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THIRD-WAVE FEMINISM AND CHANEL
Chanel was a third-wave feminist who promoted liberation for women through

clothing styles and her lifestyle of independence. The third-wave feminist category
comes from a theory which held that a feminist can have different views from the

traditional second-wave feminists like Gloria Steinem and Alice Walker.
Third-wave feminism came after the 1970s wave of feminism. Third-wave
feminism has a less restrictive definition and emphasizes acceptance of different
viewpoints, according to Spears-Taff
Examples of current third-wave feminists are: Rebecca Walker, Jennifer
Baugarden, Amy Richards, and Barbara Findlen ... Third-wave has broadened the

classification of feminism so that there is no longer a limited criterion of who can
be on the team of feminism. Today, third-wave has paved a way for more

individuals to have more options as to what is accepted. There are many different
types of feminists; therefore, more individuals are allowed to find their individual

identity within feminism (2008, p. 13)
According to Spears-Taff there is a difference between second and third-wave

feminism: "Unlike second-wave feminism, third-wave works to eliminate the harsh
stereotypes of

feminism. Third-wave has allowed individual women the opporturuty to

be both a feminine woman and a feminist" (2008, p. 9).

Second-wave feminism has limited criteria; third-wave feminism allows

versatility in beliefs, according to Walker:
For many of us it seems that to be a feminist in the way that we have seen or
understood feminism is to conform to an identity and way of living that doesn't
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allow for individuality, complexity, or less than perfect personal histories... This
Generation's Feminism

will not refuse you. Whether

the young women who

refuse the label realize it or not, on some level they recognize that an ideal woman

born of prevatent notions of how empowered women look, act, and think is
simply another impossible contrivance of perfect womanhood, another scripted
role to perform in the name of biology and virtue (1995, p. xxxiii).
Third-wave feminism gives women freedom in choice of clothing styles
according to Scott: "Third-wave is allowing women the right to control their outward

personification without being called on the carpet because they bear images of designer
clothing and dress as 'passive pawns of male capitalists"'(2005,

p 2)

To be a third-wave feminist a woman doesn't have to be seen in public
demonstrations, holding signs, and out front in the public. There are many ways to get a
message across, including using fashion. Chanel used fashion and her own

lifestyle.

She

didn't have to preach, teach, or demonstrate her views of female independence by
traditional activist methods. Chanel used her creatir.ity in design and her charismatic
personality to display her message instead of directly speaking to an audience.

A third-wave feminist doesn't have to reject femininity but rather embrace
femininity and masculinity in any way or to any extent she chooses. Chanel was a great
example of incorporating both femininity and masculinity in her clothing designs.
Chanel gave women the option to display both the beauty of femininity and the strength

of masculinity, according to Steele: "Chanel destroyed traditional feminine fashion,
replacing it with an austere elegance, hitherto associated with male dandy. Thus, while
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Chanel's is very much awoman's style, it is based on a male model of power" (1990, p.

l3).
Chanel designed power clothing for women, according to Steele: "Chanel
designed as a woman, but she also clearly identified herself with powerful male figures,
and her style represents a

hrilliant union of male and female principles" (1990,

p

15)

Chanel admired the social power accorded men and chose to dress like them,
according to Steele: "Chanel always dressed like the strong independent male she had
dreamed of being" She set women free because she had suffered too long from not being
free herself' (1990, p. 41)

By providing women options from light weight functional work clothing, to sport
clothing, to daring evening wsar, Chanel promoted individual choice. Her clothing
delivered a message of liberation from a feminist attitude by functionality and the added
use of

traditionally masculine materials. Chanel's designs, international success, and

lifestyle displayed an image that created a message in a non-traditional feminist way.
Chanel was a third-wave feminist within a transformational leadership style.
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CHANEL'S HISTORY
Chanel's fa

and childhood

Chanel's difficult childhood developed an independent and rebellious spirit that
made her a strong transformational leader, according to the producer Anne Fontaine:

"A

woman with a lot of strength... and then she stayed with me" (Chanel Before Chanel,
200e).
Chanel was born in a "poor house," which is a term that describes a hospital for
the poor. Chanel was bornas Gabrielle Chanel inAugust 20,rn 1883 in Saumur, France.

Her father was Albert Chanel who worked as a merchant, and her mother's name was

Devolle; she worked in retail as stated in Chanel and her world by Charles-Roux. (2005,

p

17). After hermother's death in 1895, Chanel was twelve years old and Chanel's

father abandoned her according to Charles-Roux. "Albert Chanel abandoned his
daughters to the region's largest orphanage"

(2005,p.24).

She was

left in the care of the

Catholic rurns in a convent located in Aubazine, France. One of her sisters was sent with
her to the orphanage. When she was seventeen she was transferred to another convent in

Moulins, France

as mentioned

by Charles-Roux. (2005, p.Z4).

At the convent in Moulins, Chanel gained her education. She was fortunate
enough to sit in the same classrooms as the wealthy girls in this private school and

receive the same lessons. Chanel was blessed to have gained entry into this nunnery, due

to the high demand and limited openings, according to Charles-Roux: "In addition to
paying students, the boarding school that took in Gabrielle Chanel and her sisters
admitted free of charge, as did many such institutions of the time, a certain number of
young women without means" (2005, p.26).
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Chanel hadto wearan itchy wool uniform of an ugly color. This was one form

of

clear separation by social class, as the wealthy girls wore beautiful soft cashmere, as
mentioned by Charles-Roux:

Young women of a private boarding school at Moulins in 1895, all dressed in
garnet-colored cashmere furnished by their families... Chanel and the other
orphans had to sit in the back of class, while the wealthy girls sat in front of the

class. This was a physical separation between her and the rich, 'oon one side

of

the school were the young ladies who obviously enjoyed material advantages and
on the other, the poor girls" (2005, p. 26)
Chanel gained three strong assets from remaining at the nunnery; these assets
were her excellent education, her hard work ethic, and her talent of sewing. Chanel was a

gifted seamstress and enjoyed sewing.
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Chanel's e4rLy .Fdulthood

Note. Figure 12, Young adult Chanel. Above photo taken in 1920 found at
Wikipedia.org
Hardworking and resourceful, Chanel became aware early of women's issues with
clothes and attitudes. She found her purpose as a transformational leader in changing

women's clothing design to inspire and liberate women. Chanel's first job was a
seamstress secured for her by the nuns, according to Charles-Roux: "When she was

twenty, the canonesses placedher as a clerk in athriving hosiery shop inMoulins..."
(2005,

p 28).

This job was one of severe over-work and under pay. She was treated by

her employer with the attitude: of "You should just be thankful you have

a

job."

This seamstress job was an eye opening experience for Chanel; she witnessed
first-hand the social pressures put upon women's body images and the effects upon their

self-worth. Her sustomers had to fit into the strict social norms of dress. This included

fitting into the tight and unhealthy corset, Customers were told to tighten those corsets
they could have hour glass flgures to please

men. The "You

so

have to suffer to be

beautiful" mentalrty was in full force. The corset was tight, and the clothes were
designed by male designers with no concern for the natural curves of women. The fahric
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and desi$ls pinched, were inflexible, and were impracticable for ease of movement, as

noted by Bond: "'Women were restricted by the design of their clothes

liberated" (1994,

p

- rather than

7).

Chanel used her beauty to attract a rich man named Etienne Balsan, whom she

lived with in his chateau in Royallieu, France. She moved into one of his mansions with
his other kept woman according to Charles-Roux: "Chanel was twenty-five when she
agreed to live with Etienne Balsan, the man who would lead her out of provincial

backwaters and into chateau life" (2005,
good

p 54). Chanel finally got a taste of wealth,

life. This feeling of being one of the privileged

was new to

her.

the

She was now on

the other side of the fence, feeling luxury. Balsan gave her jewelry and fine wine. She
later referred to this time in her life as "living out of necessity," and lived with this rich
man to enable her in order to network with the rich.

Chanel's independent spirit didn't last with Balsan, and she fell in love with his
friend named Arthur 'oBoy" Capel. Boy was different than the other men; he made his
own money instead of relying on inheritance. He understood business and understood
Chanel's drive and passion to gain her own business, as portrayed in the movie, Coco
before Chanel (2009).
When Boy met Chanel, she was making women's hats. She hated the current
designer's hats that looked awkward and heavy to wear. Boy financed Chanel with her

own store in 1910 in Camhon, Paris. She was thrilled and used her hard work ethic and
creativity to succeed. Chanel's shrewd instincts never let her lose an opportunity and she
started to build her empire.

"A shrewd marketer, Chanel anticipated the popularity of
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sportswear for outdoor living," according to the Encyclopedia of Leadership by George
Goethals (2A04, p. 152).

As a transformational leader Chanel demonstrated persistence; even though she
knew nothing about business she remained strong and learned through experience,

as

described by Steele:

"The dressmakers didn't take me seriously," Chanel recalled years later, "and
they were right. I knew nothing about the business. In the beginning I had my

milliners making my dresses; I didn't know that specialized workers existed. But
this was just as well, because I learned everything for myself'(1990, p. 43)
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Chanel -du,rins WWI

July 28r1914 -November 11, 1918

rsr
I

I
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Note. Figure 13, Chanel in black with white rffie. Above picture taken from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2005.
Chanel was an adaptable, resourceful and aware transformational leader. She

provided unique and functional clothing and a message of independence for women in a
time of crisis. This was a time of change for women: "W"WI women taking jobs, new
independence, work clothes and modernization. 'A world was dying and another was

born. An opportunity came forward and I took it,"'according to Chanel (Haus, 1986).

In

1913, Chanel and her boyfriend Boy Capel decided to open a second shop in

Deauville, avacation town in France. In 1915, they opened a third shop in the French
resort of Biarritz. During World War I people moved to a safer area in the Biarritz area,
and this, of course greatly enhanced consumer trafflc for Chanel's third shop, as

mentioned by George Goethals in The Encyclopedia af Leadership: "Realizing that these
moneyed refugees still wanted luxury in their lives, Chanel marketed her designs to

them" (2004, p. 152).
Chanel sold more clothing than ever before. At this time women were taking on
male roles as they worked previously male-dominated jobs, in addition to their family

responsibilities. Women needed clothing that was functional, and Chanel was the
designer to

fiIl that need. She made work clothes that had style and provided function.
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She also designed beach clothes for the rich who conveniently lived in

Biarritz, as author

Goethals mentioned in the Enqtclopedia of Leadership: "A shrewd marketer, Chanel
anticipated the popularity of sportswear for outdoor living" (2004, p.

152)

She brought

women's clothing into a new era of function and style. Chanel was a transformational
leader who could adapt to the needs of the consumers and was aware of the timing to
promote new designs and ideas, as described by Burns:
...

the issue is the nature of change and not merely the degree, as when the

temperature in a pot of water is gradually raised to produce a transformation,

boiling. Time

- timing -

can be

crucial. Continual transactions over a long

period can produce transformation (2003 , p. 25).
Chanel paid off her loans to Boy Capel in one year after she opened the Biarritz

store. Her popularity grew and so did her fortune. Chanel became independently
wealthy by selling her expensive clothing. Steele notes: "From the very beginning
Chanel created casual sportswear, priced extravagantly

high A Chanel dress cost

anywhere from 3,000 to 7,000 francs in 1915; if we use the higher figure, that would be
$350, or in today's money, $2,100" (1990, p. 42).

Boy Capel, after dating Chanel for eight years, married the daughter of an English
peer in social standing,

in

1918, named Diana Wyndham. Chanel was heartbroken but

continued dating him anyway. Boy Capel died in a car crash in December 24, in 1919 in

France. Chanel was devastated and went to the scene of the accident and cried for hours;
she was

totally heart broken, as described by Charles-Roux:

With the death of Boy, the killer car cut

a

bloody path into high society. The

tragic event left Chanel broken and, for once, incapable of masking the immense
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sorrow that she

felt.

She was,

in fact, mourning Boy for the second time, the first

having occurred in 1918, when, for reasons of his own personal ambition, he

married Lady Diana Wyndham, which made him the brother-in-law of Lord

Lovat. It was Chanel's friends Jose-Maria and Misia Sert who undertook to
restore her will to live (2005, p. 170).
Chanel was a celebrity and was revered for her own style. In 1926, Chanel was
seen in a black dress, and soon came many requests for black dresses

like hers. This

black dress became known as the famous "little black dress". Author Harold Koda
mentioned the quote from his book Chanel, written for the Metropolitan Museum of Art,

in New York in 2005, that the "little black dress" was mentioned as "The Chanel Ford

-

the frock that the entire world will wear," originally quoted from Vogue magazine in
1926.

I

I
Note. Figure

14,

Little black dress. Photo above taken from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 2005.

Chanel was not a servant leader; she was a self-serving leader. Chanel was also
an autocratic leader within her business; hers was not the most humane management

style. An example of how Chanel handled employee relations occurred during a labor
strike in May, 1936. Steele described Chanel's response to this labor strike:
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In May 1936, Chanel's workers went out on strike. Furious, Chanel refused to
negotiate. Instead, she fired 300 women. They refused to leave; the Maison
Chanel was "occupied." Although Chanel had risen from poverty herself, she did

not identiBr at all with her workers. It was only in July that she reluctantly agreed
to wage increases and vacations (1990,

p

47).

If you were a person Chanel valued, you were treated with kindness by her.
Chanel had many friends, and her charm made her very popular. Her employees were

not valued by Chanel and were treated harshly according to Steele:
To her friends, of course, Chanel showed a different face. Her charm, Ioquacity,
and generosity were legendary. Mean as she was to her workers, Chanel lavished
a fortune on

Diaghilev's Ballets Russes. Indeed, she encouraged and sometimes

secretly funded many artists (1990, p. 47).
Chanel was a complex woman who had many sides to her personality, possibly
due to her

difficult childhood. Chanel was

a woman who lacked compassion

for others.

Luchino Visconti described her as harsh:
But even her lover had to admit that Chanel was a hard woman. The future film
director called her "La Belle Dame sans lulerci " (after the cruel femme fatale in
Swinburne's fin-de-siecle poem). Later, he would remember her sufferings, her
pleasure in hurting, her need to punish, her pride, her rigor, her sarcasm, her
destructive rags, the single- mindedness of a character who goes from hot to cold,
her inventive genius (Steele, 1990, p. 47).
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Chanel's home country of France knew her best and held this viewpoint of her:
"The French, always more realistic about human nature, admit that she was a kind of
'sacred monster,' brilliant and awe-ful" (Steele, 1990,

p

53)
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Chanel durine WWII

-

September 1, 1939

Septemher 2,1945

I

Note. Figure 75, Chanel sitting. Above photo taken from the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, 2005.
During the outbreak of World War II, Chanel fled with many others to the south
of France for safefy. The Nazis sent Chanel a flattering letter asking her to come back to

Paris. They told her that her beautiful apartment was intact and waiting for her. Chanel
was bored being away from Paris and thought the Germans were going to win the war.
She seized this opportunity to make friends

with the enemy. Chanel crossed the enemy

line to befriend the Nazis. Wallach observed: " ... she was now bleary with boredom.
When a telegram informed her that, despite their occupation of the hotel, the Germans
wanted her to come back, she rnade a fast getaway and returned to Paris" (1998, p. 129).
Chanel, a high risk taker who crossed enemy lines for her own benefit, also
wanted to be part of the peace process by using her friendship with Winston Churchill.
She tried to use her transformational leadership skills to create peace. Chanel planned to
use her friendship

with Winston Churchill to negotiate a peace treaty with the Nazis.

Chanel did get a call from Nazi leaders, and they tried to set up a meeting with Churchill.

This was at a point when Germany knew they were going to lose the war according to
Steele:
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According to recently declassified British intelligence archives, Chanel was
denounced as a German agent as early as 1943, when she took part in "Operation

Iv{odellbut,"

a.

scheme to use Chanel to influence the Duke of Westminster's old

friend, Winston Churchill. In April l944,just before Germany collapsed, Chanel
traveled to Berlin to meet with high Nazi functionaries. In other words, it appears
that Chanel actively worked with and for the Nazis (1990, p. 48).

After arriving in Paris, she was shocked at how the Parisians were treated by the
Nazis and wanted peace. She was lacking income due to the controls imposed by the
Germans that restricted her inventory, except for certain allowed sales. She was allowed

to sell just enough products for German officers to buy gifts for their wives, according to
Wallach:

[...] paying black-market prices for good food and enough heat, claiming, in
spite of her money, that her fingers were swollen from chilblains. Although her
shop still sold perfume to German soldiers seeking gifts for home, sales were

limited to twenty bottles a day and her income dropped to five thousand dollars

a

year. Her career was apparently over, and even her attempts to start again as a
singer led nowhere (1998, p. 130).
She had a boyfriend named Hans Gunther von Dincklage of German and English

heritage. He stayed in Paris as the director of propaganda for the Reich, with the code
name of Sparrow. He was 13 years younger than Chanel and had a history of dating

older women with money. Chanel had the tables furned on her and was keeping a man
instead of being kept herself, according to Wallach. "But the price of keeping a Nazi
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lover was dear. Not only did'Spatz' ('The Sparrow') prefer fine wine, good cigars and
well-tailored clothes, he preferred staying out of public view" (1998, p. 130).
Chanel was arrested at Hitler's defeat, and she was brought to

jail for

questioning. She was then released; some speculated that Winston Churchill himself was
contacted and gave her mercy to be released. Another speculation why Chanel was
released was offered by Steele:

"...

she could have revealed embarrassing information

about high-born British friends who had been too cozy with the Nazis" (1990, p. 48).
There was

a

jurnp in business right after the war; many American and European

soldiers bought Chanel's products to bring home to the women in their lives. Chanel

knew her public image was ruined and was concerned for her life, so she fled to
Switzerland with her Nazi boyfriend, according to Steele: "For almost ten years after the

war, Chanel lived in self-imposed exile in Switzerland. Even after she quietly returned to
France, her reputation as a collaborator remained damaging" (1990, p. 48)
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CHANEL: TtTn BUSIII-ESS
Chane.l's Clothes

A transformational leader must be creative and innovative. This came naturally to
Chanel since she did not have an education in design as stated by French actress
Emmanuelle

Devos: "She didn't know anything about fashion. She was from

the

countryside, she didn't know about fashion. But her style comes from her life"
(Fontaine, 2009).
Chanel will always be known for her little hlack dress; Vogue Magazine attests to
this:

In 1926 Vague alluded to an American context for Chanel's modernity.
Recognizing the radical aspect of her "little black dress," the editors, beneath an

illustration in the October I issue, noted its affinity to that ubiquitous and thrilling
invention, the automobile: "The Chanel Ford"

wear- is model "817," of black crepe

--

the frock that all the world

will

de Chine (Koda, Z00S,p. 5).

I

I
Note. Figure

14,

Little black dress. Photo above taken from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 2005.

The new uniform of elegance and class was Chanel's black dress. "Vogue
Magazine rightly predicted'thatthis simple black dress wouldbecome a kind of uniform

for all women of taste"' (Haus, 1986).
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Chanel was a very progressive designer, ahead of her time according to Sischy:

"Coco Chanel wasn't just ahead of hertime. She was ahead of herself'(1998, p. 98)
She created new styles

without the unhealthy tightly fiued corsets which gave women an

option to try something they actually wanted. Chanel started promoting this
revolutionary message of women's liberation in design dwing the 1920s when women
wsre still fighting for equality. It was the time of the flappers with the new dances, short
hair and new clothes. Women wanted and desperately needed change on many societal

levels. Chanel wanted liberation for women also. Chanel wanted her own liberation with
her own financial freedom.
Chanel not only designed comfortable clothing, but she also designed clothing

with a statement of independence for the women who wore her clothes. The desigus
were still feminine but had traditionally male fabrics and were non-traditionally

functional. She purposely designed dresses with loose material at the waist as a
revolutionary statement against the tight corset look. Chanel's clothes were modern and
carried a modern message for women, according to Evans and Thronton:

Chanel's early work exemplifies the modernist project in design to dispense with
superfluous detail and decoration, and to espouse the cause of functionalism.
Perhaps the functionalist or anti-decorative move in art and design may indicate a

cultural rejection of the feminine in favor of an exclusively masculine model of
power (1991, p. 50).
Chanel was famous for designing tweed suits; the tweed fabric gave a masculine

feel, as Steele mentions: "She took the English masculine and made it ferninine" (1990,
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p.41). Anexample ofthis masculine lookwas her design oftweed suits, as shown
below.

,t

1

n
Note. Figures 16, 17, and 18, Chanel suits. Photos above taken from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2005.
During World War I, there was a shortage in clothing materials. But there was
plenfy ofjersey material and at a reasonable cost. This made her new outfits inexpensive
to make. She also designed these new loose fiuing dresses to be flexihle in size. Low
cost and flexible sizing made this a financially beneficial business

plan. Comfortable

jersey material was popular and a welcomed change for women. Jersey material was
embraced by women internationally, according to Steele:

The Americans were among the first to appreciate Chanel's style. Both Vogue
and

Harper's Bazaar featured clothes from Chanel's Biarritz collections in

1916... Chanel stated, "Rich fabrics were too easy," she said. "Jersey is
something else!" And she added, "By inventing jersey, I liberated the body"
(1990, p. 42).
Chanel made functional clothes for women's everyday lives. During war times
women had to take on male-dominated jobs and needed the function that Chanel's
designs allowed as stated by Goethals

in

the Encyclopedia of Leadership: "The many

women who labored in support of the war effort sought versatile yet elegant clothing, and

Chanel's designs satisfied these new dressing requirements by focusing on loose-fitting
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style" (2004, p. 152). Chanel wanted to empower women with attitudes of independence

with traditionally male fabrics and functionality. Chanel was

a

transformational leader

providing empowerment.
Chanel didn't consider herself being opposed to femininity; she wanted women to
keep their femininity according to Sischy: "Chanel would not have defined herself as a

feminist

- in fact, she consistently

spoke of femininity rather than of feminism

- yet her

work is unquestionably part of the liberation of women" (1998, p. 98). She endorsed
femininity but added empowering statements of equality to her designs. Chanel was for
liberation and equality while letting women be themselves. This is what women wanted,
and they revered her inspiring designs.

Chanel loved to incorporate materials and masculine styles from her boyfriend's
wardrobes - - ties and tweeds - - and use these new ideas in her new designs. For
example, she dated a horse enthusiast and had riding pants custom made for herself when
she

rode. At this time it was very revolutionary for her to ride

skirt. Chanel

a horse

without being in a

dated a Russian man and then added fur to the collars of her jackets. She

travelled Asia and brought Asian silks into her designs and made beautiful dresses. She
dated an English man and used the cardigan concept in her sweater

dresses.

She used

tweed, a masculine fabric popular in England to make her famous Chanel suits.

*JI
Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 21

Figure 22
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Note. Above figures 19,20,21, and22, Chanel clothing. Photos taken from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2005.
During the time of the 1920s Chanel used traditionally masculine fabrics to
promote a statement of liberation. Conversely, the men certainly didn't take on the
feminine look of the time to balance out equality. "For men to adopt feminine symbols
would he to transgress, in the realm of appearance, the very essence of a modern
masculine identity' writes Lipovetsky" (Beckingham, 2005, p.226).
There are changes in society today with men wearing traditionally female colors,

fabrics, and cosmetics. Adam Lampert, an American Idol contestant, is developing his
own line of cosmetics for men, andthere is a genderblending of fashion and style.
Chanel's clothing empire began with a small hat store as stated by Baudot, "...in
1910

at2l RueCambon,Paris,underthelabel'ChanelModes"'(2003, p.74).Herhats

were smart looking, lighter weight and without the massive ribbons and feathers. She
may have used ribbon and feathers, but not to the extent of her male desiguer

competitors. One of her famous statements was, "Elegance is refusal." She refused offbalance designs that were unflattering to wornen and awkward to wear. Chanel was a

transformational leader who knew what women wanted.
Chanel never lost her integrity in providing quality in her clothing. She always
had a unique her sense of her own style and dared to try new things. An example

of

quality was the weighted chain bottoms of the suit jackets, the best use of fabric and
detailed sewing. Chanel was a perfectionist and when it came to her clothing, every

stitch had to be in place and nothing was overlooked. She was a transformational leader
who gave her best, in her work and in her social messages.

Chanel

Note. Figure

23, Navy

5I

blue suit. Photo above taken from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 2005.

Transformational leaders have the courage to be different and make changes.
Chanel was very agEessive and a fast moving business woman. She was flexible, always

making changes in her styles and personal

life. Chanel could

adapt to change and

flow

well with it -- a Taoist leader in that sense. Chanel was a transformational leader -- both
innovative and adaptable. She was aware of the perfect timing to make these changes,
according to Karl Langerfeld, "She could change and adapt to tirne. The most famous

look in the world is inseparable from the woman herself' (Haus, 1986).
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SLqnel's Jewelrv
Chanel was a transformational leader udth awareness and creativity. She
understood human nature and was a genius at marketing. Chanel had to sell jewelry to go
along with her clothes of course! She loved astrology and designed many diamond stars

in her necklaces, earrings, and broaches. She loved the Camilla flower and used that

motif on her dresses, hats, and jewelry. Chanel was famous for her long strands of pearls
wrapped around her neck many times. These usually were necklaces of different sized
pearls which added interest.

Note. Figure

24,

Pearls. Photo above taken from the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, 2005.

Chanel, as a transformational leader, kept motivation and progress going
simultaneously:

Overall, they [transformational leaders] balance their affention between action
that creates progress and the mental state of their followers. Perhaps more than
other approaches, they are people-oriented and believe that success comes first
and last through deep and sustained commitment (changingminds.org, 2009).
Chanel kept the message of women's strength and independence in society along

with the actual provision of new functional clothing and jewelry to sustain them while
taking on these new roles.
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Chanel was also known for her black quilted purses

Note. Figure 25, Black quilted purses. Above photo taken from picsearch.com
Chanel said she understood human nature and used it in her marketing strategies.
She thought that at a time when people had plenty of money they were

costume

jewelry. When people didn't

thrilled with

have as much money, in times of a poor economy;

people desired the real stones and real metals, according to Mackrel:

What made me think of making false jewels in the first place was that I found
them to be free of arrogance at a time when luxury was too easy" This
consideration no longer holds in a period of economic crisis, when an instinctive
desire for authenticity in all things returns, and these amusing trifles are seen for

what they really are ( 1992, p. 32).
Chanel was a transformational leader who knew women's needs. Chanel believed
that the attitude of self-worth was stronger than the value of the jewelry itself. Jewelry
was for adoration -- not to replace the woman's value with a material value, as indicated

in Chanel's quote: "Jewelry isn't meant to make you look rich -- it is rneant to adorn
you" (Haus, 1986).
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Note. Figure 26, Jewel necklace. Above picture taken from the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 2005.

Surprisingly, her consllmers paid thousands of dollars for "fake" cosfume

jewelry and were proud of their purchases. The Chanel name was marketed extremely
well, with much status attached to it. The Chanel name is a value unto itself. She
wanted to create a legacy for herself and accomplished that while still
great

living. She took

joy in self-promotion and was quite successful" Chanel's charisma and her

transformational messages were well received. She knew about "personal branding"
before that term existed and was expert at marketing, as stated by Goethals in the

Encyclopedia of Leadership: "Chanel changed the look of twentieth-century women's
wear through shrewd marketing and an ability to capitalize on emerging needs" (2004,

p. 1s3).
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C-hanel's Perfume
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Note. Figure 27, Chanel No. 5. Above picture taken from Chanel.com, 2010.
Chanel was the first to use her celebrity status to market perfume. She was an

extremely charismatic person. She used her charisma, one of the traits of
transformational leadership, to promote her products.
Chanel's perfume was as modern as her image; a deco style glass bottle and the
name itself containing a number gave the brand a cutting edge appeal according to Koda.
She named

machine

-

it "Chanel No. 5,"

as

if

she was an aviator and this was her

flying

like the Voisin III or the Bleroit XI, two famous airplanes of her time.

The world was mad for numbers in the early decades of the last century.
Numbers meant setting records and calculating profits. Culture might do without
mathematics, but modern life could not (2005, p. 5).
Chanel No. 5 was the first synthetic perfume, which added to the modern appeal,
stated Koda: "Significantly,

it was the first major perfume to

use synthetic ingredients

in

combination with natural ones" (2005, p. 5). Now the perfume is more "natural" due to
the popularity of organic and allergen-free products.

Chanel was approached by Ernest Beaux to use her name on their perfume in

1921. This was the first time a celebrity used her name on a perfume, stated by Goethals
in the Encyclopedia af Leadership: "She also became the first designer to capitalize on
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her fame by marketing a perfume, Chanel No. 5, which launched in

l92l in a modemist

bottle designed by Chanel herself' (2004, p. 153).
Chanel chose the shape of the bottle and the scent of the perfume that provided a
statement according to Goethals: "The simple name and bottle represented another break

from tradition by moving away from the exotic titles and decorative flacons that had
characterized perfume in the years before the war" (2004,

p 153) It is rumored that

Chanel had Ernest Wertheimer, a perfume manufacturer put the perfumes up on the

fireplace mantel and after he left, she smelled them and counted the bottles. She chose
bottle No. 5, which was her lucky number. She was right: the number five was her lucky
number and the selling of this perfume increased her fame and wealth greatly.

During World War II, Chanel tried to take over the perfume company that
manufactured Chanel No.

5. This was the largest perfume company in France, run by

Pierre Wertheimer. Pierre and his brother ran this company and had worked with Chanel

for fifteen years. She thought this would be an opportune time for a takeover. The
owners of this company were Jewish and had fled to America for safety. The employees

left behind to tend to this company were loyal to the original owners, and this perfi.rme
company could not be taken overby Chanel. This was Chanel's strategy, according to
Steele:

When the Nazis occupied Paris, Jewish-owned businesses were seized. Chanel
approached the Commission of Jewish Affairs, arguing that since the

Wertheimers were Jewish and had fled the country, the company should be
transferred to her control. But the Wertheimers had outwitted her by transferring

their ownership of Parfums Chanel to an "Aq/an" friend, Felix Amiot. And since
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Amiot supplied arms to the Germans, the Nazis decided against Chanel. After the
war, Amiot gave his shares back to the Wertheimers, who still own Chanel today
(1990, p. 48).
Chanel believed in all or nothing. She wanted it all for herself. She was an

extremely aggressive and disloyal business woman. These traits back-fired on her in
1947 and affected her future financial dealings with Pierre Wertheimer, the owner of the

company that manufactured her perfume according to Bond: "A settlement is made
between Chanel and Pierre Wertheimer regarding the rights to the sales of Chanel

per

mes. Chanel accepts aZYo royalty on the gross sales of her perfumes worldwide"

(1994,

p 62)

This was insulting to her pride, but even this

2o/o

royalty made her

extremely wealthy. Even today, Chanel No. 5 is the most widely sold perfgme in the
world.
Chanel launched many

per

mes after Chanel No. 5, but none matched the sales.

There had been many advertising campaigns since with top celebrities such

as Marilyn

Monroe in a 1954 adcampaign. Chanel's latest perfumes are Chance, Coco, No. 19,
Cristalle, Mademoiselle, Les Grands Extraits, and Allure, which are in simple modemist
bottles that match Chanel's original style. Even after her death, her personal branding is
strong in marketing and status due to Chanel's charisma that exemplified

transformational leadership. In Chanel's own words, she promoted the elegance of

perfume: "No elegance is possible without perfume; it is the unseen, unforgettable
ultimate accessory of fashion" (Haus, 1986).

Note. Figure 28, Bottles of perfume. Right picture taken
from myfashionj uice. com, 20 1 0.
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Note. Figure 29, Chanel walking. Above photo taken from fashion-forum.org, 2010.
Chanel's perfume sales were declining inthe early 1950s. By this time she was in
her seventies. She was so wealthy that she didn't have the need to make more money or
experience a comehack in popularity She stated that the main reason she wanted to get
back into design was her intense dislike for Christian Dior according to Wallach: "To
Chanel, his fDior] old-fashioned undergarments and overdone clothes were almost a
personal insult" (1998, p. 133)

Christian Dior's designs infused her with disgust. She had brought women to a
point where they didn't have to wear uncomfortable clothing. Tight waist lines, uplifted
pointed breasts and hoop skirts of the 1940s and 1950s were to Chanel a reverse of all the

work she had done for women in design. Christian Dior's designs were too much like the
designs during the time of the corsets. Dior was unraveling the fabric of women's

freedom in clothing design. Chanel hated him and wanted to give women an option
according to Charles-Roux: "... the conviction grew within Chanel that the time was
approaching when women would be seized by a furious desire to throw off those waist
cinchers, padded bras, heavy skirts, and stiffened jackets" (2005, p. 354).

It was time for a comeback in " 1954. According to Bond, "Chanel, aged seventy,
presents a new collection, having been away from the fashion world for fifteen years"
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(1994,p 62). Chanel was determined to keep fighting for women's liberation according
to Steele: "once I helped liberate women.

I'll

do it again" (1990, p. 4g).

Her first show met with insults from the press. The French press was possibly

unforgiving of her Nazi affiliation or just discriminating due to her age. This first show
was very uncomfortable for Chanel.
the

A writer named Michel Deon published an article in

Ies Nouvelles litteraires ahout the atmosphere of the show: "'We watched the

mannequins file by in icy silence" (Charles-Roux, 2005, p. 355).

other media reactions were described by charles-Roux:
The headlines of the daily papers had a field day, outdoing one another in their

mockery. Combat: "At Chanel's it's Fouilly-1es-Olies" (meaning "way out in the
sticks"); L'Aurore: "A melancholy retrospective." The English dailies were hardly
less ferocious.

"A fiasco,"

was how the Daily h[att began its story. And

if

anything hurt Gabrielle, it was, undoubtedly, the brusque and violent public
contempt displayed by her English friends (2005, p. 355).
Chanel didn't give up; she went right back to work on her next line immediately.
The American women still loved her styles. This was a new concept of retro-design. She
had to win Paris over; this was where her heart

was.

She designed a second show and

was a success. Chanel had her comeback according to Life Magazine:

*At7l

it

Gabrielle

chanel is creating more than fashion, a revolution" (Haus, 1986).
Her perfume sales skyrocketed again. She never went after the fads of the times - she kept her styles classic. Chanel provided styles for women of all ages that looked
good on everyone. Her popularity has never ceased. Chanel was a transformational
leader who adapted to change, without compromising her message and quality

of
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clothing. Chanel was a transformational leader with persistence. Due to her successful
comeback in her seventies and working up to her death at87, she can also be considered
a transformational leader who fought against ageism.

Chanel always had a strong work ethic throughout her

life.

She was a

working

senior and that provoked a question from an interviewer who asked Chanel:

"Why do you work?" Chanel stated,"Because I'm scared of being bored. Should

I spend all

day playing cards, like rnost women?"

"I'm not crazy?" "I

have

always fled from boredom." "There is no time for cut and dried monotony; there
is time for work and a time for love. That leaves no other time" (Haus, 1986).

6l
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CHANEL'S LEGACY AND THRTVING COMPAI{Y
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Note. Figure 30, Chanel logo. Above graphic taken from fuelyourbranding.com, 2010.
One reason her name survived is because Chanel never totally quit

working.

She

took a break from her company during and after WWII but then started again. When she
dated the Duke of Westminster she kept her business active. Karl Lagerfeld stated in the

documentary Chanel that

if Chanel would

have married the Duke, he would have

expected her to shut down her company and become a full-time Duchess. Chanel chose
her career instead of marriage to the Duke of Westminster and stated, "There have
already been two duchesses of Westminster, but there is only one Chanel".
Chanel died January I0,1971, at 87 years of age. She died of overwork in her
apartment at the Ritz Hotel, in Paris, France. She always stated her work would be the
death of her and she was right. She built her empire and had created a lasting legacy.

Many designers have copied the themes from her work, as indicated by Steele: "Yet
ultimately there is something about Chanel's concept of fashion- about Chanel herself

-

that keeps inspiring designers decade after decade" (1990, p. 51). Chanel was an
internationally respected business woman and a transformational leader.
The House of Chanel is now owned by the Wertheimer family. After Chanel's
death the sales of the company went

down. The designers at The House of Chanel were

told to keep the designs similar to Chanel's, and this was too restrictive for their creative
talents. The designs were not evolving with the times. The company was failing.
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After twelve years of The House of Chanel wilting, the ownership had to make
changes. They chose a lead designer named Karl Lagerfeld from Sweden to use Chanel's
themes, but with his own touch. The creative restrictions were taken off him, and he

breathed life back into the House of Chanel with his new designs, increased sales, and

recognition. He had a gift like Chanel -- to keep in tune with the current needs of the
time -- and as a result of this gift, he was a trend setter. Karl respected Chanel's design
themes and recreated them in his own way.

The House of Chanel is now alive and well, including the sales of their perfumes.
Chanel No. 5 is the most popular perfume sold internationally. The House of Chanel is
keeping current and has added several new perfirmes since Chanel's death.

New Orleans Times-Picayune mentions Chanel's current popularity: "Timeless
fashion 30-plus years after her death, Chanel looms large... Chanel's fashion sense
affects what women are wearing today'' (Langenhenning, 2009, p.

Cl)

Langenhenning

continues to document her legacy:
Released in September, Karbo's book is a humorous chic, little self-help manual

that casts Chanel as a much more stylish Dr. Phil. Following on its heels is
"Chanel: A Life," a hiography by Justine Picardie;"Antigone in Vogue: Chanel
and the lulyths of FashioFt;" by Rhonda Garelick; and "Chanel & Igo Stavinslqt," a

novel by Chris Greenhalgh (2009, p. C I )
There is a TV movie called "Chanef'that was released in 2008, starring Shirley

Maclaine

as Chanel, which was quite

popular. In 2009, a French-made movie about

Chanel was internationally distributed. This movie was about Chanel's early life and
success, and was named "Chanel Before

Chanel". Chanel was style, elegance, and a
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third-wave feminist all inclusive in a unique transformational leader who did make a
difference in promoting equality.
Chanel appears in all rnedia, including social media such as Facebook and Utube.
She is listed as a

valid leader in the Encyclopedia of Leaders. Her name ranks alongside

other famous entrepreneurs in many books. The Metropolitan Museurn of Art, New York
has recently published a book, Chanel, that respectfully shows her

work and her message

of women's liberation that impacted the world.
Chanel's legacy has lasted, her personal hrand, her message and her modern styles
according to Karl Lagerfeld, "Chanel survived everybody. She was around to repeat the
name endlessly, longer than everybody else. She became a kind of guardian of her own

image of the past. It was quite strong, and she made it a kind of legend out of herself'
(Haus, 1986).

A transformational leader makes changes and promotes

a message, Chanel

did

this so well that she will never be forgotten: "Chanel's style still resonates, LaFleur said,
because 'the whole attitude of women's independence is in her

(Langenhenning, 2A09, p. Cl).

clothing"'
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CONCLUSION
Chanel was a transformational leader who empowered women with her designs.

Transformational leaders empower their people in a healthy way as stated by Burns:
"The word for this process is empowerment. Instead of exercising power over people,
transforming leaders champion and inspire followers" (2003 , p. 26). Chanel gave a
message of self worth and independence tfuough her clothing designs. She set a

living

example of being an independent wealthy business woman.
Chanel was a leader and designer who took responsibility for her life as stated in
her own words:

"I

invented my life" (Haus, 19S6). Chanel was a transformational leader

in her own life and in the lives of women throughout the world through her empowering
designs and financial independence.

Chanel broke through barriers against the poor social class that she was born in.
She provided bold statements to help promote women's

liberation. Chanel provided hope

to women to be able to succeed in business and in other areas of their lives. She was

a

living example of an independent woman and viewed financial success as the key to this
freedom as stated in her owrl words: "Money for me has never been anything for rne but
the sound of independence" (Haus, 1986).
Chanel was ahead of hertime by at least twenty years in her designs and attitudes.

As a transformational leader Chanel was an extremely gifted visionary and knew what
women wanted and needed in the immediate, according to Karl Lagerfeld: "Chanel's
genius was doing the right thing at the right time. She became a symbol for an entire

period" (Haus, 1986).
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Chanel provided a role model for senior citizens; she worked until her death at 87
years

old. Ageism is prevalent in our society

and Chanel is an international example of a

senior leader that Garner includes with other women leaders:

At 90,

Sayra Lebenthal heads the municipal bond house Lebenthal and Co

[.

]

Myrtle Brodshy, 90, started writing travel brochures when she was 80 and
developed her own business. Rose Dobrof, director of Brookdale Center on

Aging. [...] Muriel Clark at 8l went undercover forthe New YorkAttorney
Generals Office investigating nursing home scams. Margaret Thatcher at 63 is

the longest serving Prime Minister of Great Britain in the 20ft century. At 85,
Chanel was the head of a fashion design firm (Garner, 1991, p. 1).
Chanel had rnore than famous designs -- she had a message with her designs and
an image that was timeless, as stated by Karl Lagerfeld: "She made a stronger image and

that survives longer than the perfectly made dresses. Because the perfectly made dresses
perhaps may end up in a museum. They don't give an image that everyone can use again

in different ways" (Haus, 1986).

A transformational leader carries

a

valid message for change. Chanel's message

for equality is still valid and that may be one reason why Chanel is still revered. Women
currently do not have full equality: "The national percentage of women in top leadershrp
positions is only atl'7o/o" (Tarr-Whelan, 2009, p. 65). The political power is still out
weighed by men in the United States. Women gained the right to vote in August 26,
1920, but that was just a start

fortrue equality. Equality remains

a cuffent issue and

Chanel's message is still avalid one. Her message of independence will live on as long
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as needed, and she

worldwide.

will continue to be a source of strength and inspiration for women
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